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	Ian Murdoch's Physical Foundations of Continuum Mechanics will interest engineers, mathematicians, and physicists who study the macroscopic behaviour of solids and fluids or engage in molecular dynamical simulations. In contrast to standard works on the subject, Murdoch's book examines physical assumptions implicit in continuum modelling from a molecular perspective. In so doing, physical interpretations of concepts and fields are clarified by emphasising both their microscopic origin and sensitivity to scales of length and time. Murdoch expertly applies this approach to theories of mixtures, generalised continua, fluid flow through porous media, and systems whose molecular content changes with time. Elements of statistical mechanics are included, for comparison, and two extensive appendices address relevant mathematical concepts and results. This unique and thorough work is an authoritative reference for both students and experts in the field.
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Big Picture Economics: How to Navigate the New Global EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Navigate the economy with this insightful new book The world is awash with economic information. Governments release reports. Pundits give their interpretation on television. And the stock market may go its own way, confusing everyone. How can you better understand what it means for you? Big Picture Economics , a new book by award-winning...
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Mockito for SpringPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn all you need to know about the Spring Framework and how to unit test your projects with Mockito


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the Spring testing framework, stubbing, mocking, and spying dependencies using the Mockito framework and explore its advanced features
	
		Create an automated...
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The Road to IP Telephony : How Cisco Systems Migrated from PBX to IP Telephony (Network Business)Cisco Press, 2004
There is no better path to the successful implementation of a new technology than to follow in the experienced footsteps of an organization that has already been there. >The Road to IP Telephony> tells you how Cisco Systems successfully moved its own organization to a converged, enterprise-wide network. You will learn the...
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Deep Learning with PyTorch: A practical approach to building neural network models using PyTorchPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build neural network models in text, vision and advanced analytics using PyTorch

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn PyTorch for implementing cutting-edge deep learning algorithms.
	
			Train your neural networks for higher speed and flexibility and learn how to implement them in various...
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Taking Your iPad to the Max (Technology in Action)Apress, 2010

	It looks different. It acts different. There’s no right way to hold it. It responds to the touch of your fingertips. It’s the Internet in your lap. It connects to the world, yet it is as personal as a well-worn book.

	

	Taking Your iPad to the Max is written so that anyone, from a computer- savvy teenager to...
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Getting Started in Forex Trading StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A Highly Visual Guide To Developing A Personal Forex Trading Strategy

	

	Getting Started In Forex Trading Strategies

	

	"A great next step to read for the beginning trader. It contains practical advice and resources on trading FOREX that only come with experience."

	-Derek Ching, President, Hawaii...
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